the type. he talked a friend, Andrew rome, who was a job printer with a tiny shop on fulton and Cranberry streets in Brooklyn, into printing the book. Andrew rome had just lost his brother and business partner, James, who died of consumption about half a year before Andrew began working on Leaves. Whitman's daily presence in the shop while he was working on his book would have been a great comfort to the grieving older brother. Andrew's next younger brother Thomas, then nineteen, helped out. Bibliographies of Whitman's work always list the "rome Brothers" as the printers of the first Leaves, but it is significant that Whitman's own earliest recorded recollection of the printing specifies that it was Andrew rome alone who did the printing-"The first Leaves of Grass was printed in 1855 in Brooklyn new york. . . . 800 copies were struck off on a hand press by Andrew rome, in whose job office the work was all done-the author himself setting some of the type." 2 only in 1864, when Andrew's younger brother Tom was in his mid-twenties, did "A. h. rome & Brothers" begin appearing on their publications, and only in 1865 did the firm become "rome Brothers."
Leaves of Grass is very likely the first book Andrew rome's tiny firm ever published. his press was hardly set up to publish books at all; the next extant book that rome printed was in 1858 (a pamphlet of the Brooklyn fire marshal's semi-annual report), followed by a short book on fire insurance laws in 1859. Andrew and Tom would publish city and county reports, unitarian sermons, one novel, and one other book of poems (by one John lockwood).
3 Almost all their books were small paperback pamphlets, flimsy publications, most of which have not survived. rome mainly published legal forms-blank model legal forms for wills, mortgages, deeds, subpoenas, levies on property, summonses and many other legal transactions and procedures. such printed forms-with the blank spaces to be filled in ink with the names of the parties, dates, and other relevant details-were widely used by lawyers and peace officers and the general public throughout the nineteenth century. such forms were staples of the printing trade for over three hundred years. These forms, in the pre-typewriter days of the nineteenth century, were printed on large sheets of paper to allow for the easy addition by hand of names, places, dates, and amounts; the forms were in fact about the same size as the pages of the 1855 Leaves of Grass, and the possibility thus arises that at the time Andrew rome was printing Leaves, he was using the size paper he would normally have used for the legal forms he was printing.
it has long been assumed that Whitman chose the large-sized paper so that his long lines would have room to wander across the page, but it is likely that Whitman simply had to accept this paper as a convenience, since it was what Andrew had in stock and what his press at that time was set up to handle. Whitman's later editions, including the very small pages of the 1856 Leaves, indicate that he was not wedded in any way to the large paper size. Whitman would experiment with many paper sizes during his career but he never returned to the large legal sheets of the original Leaves. And, in fact, Whitman left behind a manuscript page (now in the humanities research Center at the university of Texas; see figure 1) on which he gives printing instructions to Andrew rome, noting that he has "left five pages with Andrew," and where he lists his twelve poems in a very different order from that which they appear in the 1855 edition and works out some arithmetical estimates of how many words per page his book will have and how many pages it will contain. his calculations end up wildly off the mark.
if we follow Whitman's arithmetic, we can see that he tallies 127 pages of manuscript (although his individual page counts actually add up to 117 pages-a miscalculation that eventually creates empty space for his last-minute addition of a preface, which is nowhere mentioned on the manuscript page). using pages from "shakespeare's poems," Whitman estimates that a printed page will contain 1120 letters (28 lines of 40 letters), compared to 1600 letters of "one of my closely written ms pages" (40 lines of 40 letters). in order to create a printer's cast-off, he multiplies 127 by 1600 for a total of 203,200, which he then divides by 1120, in order to come up with an estimated count of 181 pages. At this point Whitman is clearly imagining a page approximately half the size of the one eventually used-a page much closer in size to the 1856 edition. When Andrew rome set those initial five pages, then, Whitman would have discovered that Andrew's press was set for legal printing, and the paper and press were prepared for legal forms. Those forms-again, the staple of the rome business-were now, to Whitman's surprise, the default page size for the 1855 Leaves.
suddenly Whitman had a very different job on his hands than he initially thought. Working to save money and economize both on the number of frames and the amount of time, Whitman, after setting "i celebrate myself" (later called "song of myself ") and coming to the end of the seventh gathering of eight pages, began to realize he would not have the luxury of continuing on with lots of blank space, as he had at the end of "i celebrate myself" and the second poem, "Come closer to me" ("song for occupations"), which took up the next eight-page gathering (see figures 2 and 3). At that point he began to economize and to rearrange the poems to get the most type out of the available space on the page, first by giving up blank half-pages (see figure 4) , and then by giving up his running or repeated title of "leaves of Grass" at the head of each poem (see figure 5 ): the final six poems have no heading and are separated only by a double rule. he moved all the shorter poems to the end, clearly to allow himself most effectively to use his typesetter's sense to squeeze them all into twelve eight-page signatures. The arrangement of the poems in the first edition, then, clearly seems to be an arrangement based on spatial concerns rather than on thematic ones.
The twelfth and final signature leaves just the one blank page, 96, at the end of the book. it all fits, but just barely, and only by juggling the poems and abandoning space and titles along the way. This was a book being set eight pages at a time, since Andrew rome could ill afford to tie up more standing forms or use more of his limited supply of type than that, so a quarto sheet would be printed four pages on each side, then the type distributed and the next quarto sheet prepared.
in 1855, while making his first book, then, Whitman's printing experience allowed him to figure out how to "condense" his work to make it fit the allotted pages, an important consideration for a poor writer paying for the paper himself and depending on his printer-friend's limited generosity in freeing up his job-press to print a friend's poetry. Whitman would have already become a kind of master of that sort of spatial "condensation" as a newspaper compositor and editor, where he knew every day he would have to fit the news to the set number of pages he had to work with: "all the news that's fit to print" was really "as much news as fits in print."
Whitman would have been proofreading these sheets in two stages, four pages up, then four pages down. This is where things get interesting. Gary schmidgall a couple of years ago found a variant in a line in the 1855 "song of myself" when he and his editor were proofreading the 1855 for schmidgall's st. martin's edition of Whitman; with schmidgall using a new york Public library copy as proof text and his editor using the Berkeley copy, they discovered Whitman had in fact entirely altered a line, had actually stopped the press at some point and reset the line.
"The night is for you and me and all" becomes "The day and night are for you and me and all." 5 schmidgall has made an intriguing argument that this may be Whitman's first self-censoring revision, taming his nighttime self by diluting it with a daytime self. my own sense is that the revision may have more to do with Whitman's obsession to balance day and night throughout the book. recall how vital the cycle of opposites was to Whitman as a central organizing principle of his book: "Great is youth, and equally great is old age . . . . great are the day and night; / Great is wealth and great is poverty" (LG 1855, 93), he writes at one point in the 1855 edition, and at other points he underscores his association of day and night with the systole and diastole of life and death, openness and secrecy, transparency and disguise. "stop this day and night with me and you shall possess the origin of all poems," he writes (14); "i hear all sounds as they are tuned to their uses . . . . sounds of the day and night" (31). on and on throughout his notes and throughout the first edition, he insists on saying both day and night, and that insistence was great enough to cause him to make his first major alteration in the printed Leaves of Grass. As he says in his preface to the 1855 edition, "The united states themselves are essentially the greatest poem. [. . . here at last is something in the doings of man that corresponds with the broadcast doings of the day and night. [. . .] The American bards shall be [. . .] hungry for equals night and day" (iii, vii). or maybe his revision of the line is just another example of Whitman's printer's "anticipatory eye," 6 an indentation of a short line between two long ones that Whitman just didn't like the looks of, so he extended it. Whatever the case, something about the change was crucial for Whitman, important enough for him to change this line while the book was actually being printed, and it is the first substantive change Whitman made to Leaves of Grass. it is the first of thousands of such changes he would make to the book over the next twenty-six years, and it went unnoticed for nearly 150 years.
The census shows that the earlier "night" version of the line appears in nearly thirty percent of the copies (44 of 158) that our census has so far identified. This means that, since the kind of letterpress rome used would probably have been able to print 800 copies of one side of a quarto sheet in a couple of hours, Whitman had to stop the press fairly quickly, after say 45 minutes, to pull off the form and reset the line of type. something very important must have seemed wrong (yet not so important that Whitman could afford to trash the now-flawed sheets that had already been printed). Whatever it was, it was clearly enough to occupy Whitman's attention as he was reading proof of one of the first of the sheets to be printed.
i have reconstructed that quarto sheet so we can see what it would have looked like (see figure 6) . Amy hezel and i spent a lot of time last year folding probably a ream of paper into quarto sheets to keep reminding ourselves what Whitman would have been seeing when those sheets came off Andrew rome's press. in figure 6 you can see, strikingly, that page 49, with the "night" line, appeared right next to page 56, the final page of "i celebrate myself," and the page with the most notorious typographical error in the book. or two errors. one is a real error, an embarrassing double "me" in the final triplicate of the poem, an obvious mistake that Whitman did not catch: "failing to fetch me me at first keep encouraged." in those minutes he spent proofing, something about that "night" line so preoccupied him that he was already rewriting it, thinking about setting it in type, and not going over the other pages as carefully as usual. At first, this seemed to explain how Whitman could have missed the double "me" and also how he could have overlooked the now-famous missing period at the end of the poem. But one thing the census has revealed is that when Whitman first looked at this page, a period was in fact there. it appears in seven remaining copies, but after about five percent of the press run, the period began slipping and jammed into the "u" at the end of the final word of the poem. several copies show that collision, before the period breaks off the descender of the "u" and eventually falls off.
years ago, Arthur Golden tried to lay to rest the myth that Whitman intended to leave off the period by pointing out that in 1856 he quickly put the period back on, and by pointing out that no one has tried to make an argument that there's special meaning in the missing period at the end of another line earlier in the poem that everyone has simply read as a typo. 7 Type on the rome press was doing a lot of slipping, especially in short lines where the end leading was not always tightly or carefully completed. so, when Whitman's eyes swept over that final page of "i celebrate myself," he would have seen the period at the end, even as he missed the double-me in his preoccupation with the line on the adjoining page that was already bothering him enough that he was thinking of resetting it.
over the past century, entire readings of Whitman's "song of myself" have been predicated on that missing period. Just last year, in a newspaper column for the sesquicentennial, michael Ventura ends his analysis with this: "I stop somewhere waiting for you-that is the last line of his poem, and he placed no period at the end of that sentence. it's an open-ended proposition. . . . Without a period, the poem never ends. We're expected to fulfill it." or, to take a more scholarly example, Andrew lawson in his new book Walt Whitman and the Class struggle ends his analysis of the poem by quoting the final lines without the period and noting, "Whitman cannot bear to end his song-now contending, now mingling-with so much as a full stop." it's a nice idea, but it has one flaw: the missing period is in fact a printing accident. 8 Before schmidgall's discovery of the change in the "day and night" line, numerous variations between copies of the 1855 Leaves had been noted, most of them having to do with loose type or poor inking. There was one typographical error in the preface-an "adn" for "and" 9 -that Whitman at some point corrected, but what hasn't been known is whether or not copies containing this typo are common or rare. our preliminary census results indicate there are in fact very few copies with the typo (only fifteen)-Whitman made that correction very early in the print run. While the copies with the uncorrected "adn" are almost all in the first-state bindings, as we would expect (since the "adn" sheets were the earliest printed), not all of them are (two second-state copies have the "adn"). And, even more surprisingly, about an equal number of copies with the earlier version of the "night" line appear in the second-state bindings of the book and in the first-state bindings, and this tells us a lot about how Whitman or someone mixed up the signatures when they went to the binder. This discovery, of course, opens the possibility that other revisions like this one may appear, since, if Whitman stopped the press on several different occasions early on in the press run of various sheets, additional variations may well have escaped notice, just as this one did for a century and a half.
And it gets even more complicated. our census so far shows that all but one of the copies with the uncorrected "adn" have the corrected version of the "day and night" line. That is to say, the uncorrected first signatures with the preface were almost always collated with the corrected later signature with that section of "song of myself." Apparently the stacks of signatures were not systematically stacked in rome's cramped shop, and, as the sheets got carried (by wheelbarrow, by wagon, by horse and carriage?) from rome's shop to Jenkins's bindery, no one seems to have worried about keeping the signatures in uniform order, so signatures from early in the press run were bound with signatures from late in the press run, and, since the errors tended to be corrected early in the press run (Whitman must have been madly proofreading the first sheet off the press as Andrew rome, squeezing this bookmaking job in between his real work, kept printing the sheets), the pages with errors do not all appear in the same copies of the book; they are in fact distributed very nearly randomly among the copies-one error may appear in the same copy with another correction.
We can begin multiplying the resultant possible variations. The book was printed as a quarto, so eight pages of type would have been set at once, and four pages printed simultaneously, with pages 1, 4, 5, and 8 on one side of the sheet; then the sheet would have been turned over and pages 2, 3, 6, and 7 printed on the other side. The eight-page signatures form a unit; there were twelve of these units in the 96-page book. if, as it appears, there are several states of each signature (and also, within the signatures, variations occur, since the four pages printed on one side of the quarto sheet were a different press run than the four pages on the other side: that is, Whitman would have been proofreading and making corrections on only four of the eight pages at a time), and if the twelve eight-page signatures are combined in various ways, the intriguing possibility arises that every copy of the first edition may be unique. Add to this Ted Genoway's discovery about the changes in the frontispiece engraving, where, to save money, Whitman apparently used the earlier versions of the engraving in the second state bindings, while the later version of the engraving is in all first state and some second state bindings; and add to this the binding variations: just how many versions of the 1855 edition are there? A particular copy might have a second-state cover, a thirdstate engraving, a first state of the first signature but a fifth state of the second signature, a fourth state of the third, and so on. for all we know at this point, there may be 795 variations.
i should mention a bit more about Genoways's discovery concerning the frontispiece engraving. 10 facing the title page, Whitman included an engraving of a daguerreotype of himself, a full-body portrait, with working clothes and hat on. This is a poetry, the portrait seemed to say, that comes from the body as much as from the mind, that emerges from the working classes instead of from the privileged, educated aristocrats. Genoways has recently discovered some intriguing variations in the frontispiece engraving, suggesting that Whitman may have worked with the engraver to enhance the bulge of the crotch in the figure, thus giving visual support for Whitman's introduction of his name halfway through "i celebrate myself": "i [. . .] make short account of neuters and geldings, and favor men and women fully equipped, / And beat the gong of revolt, and stop with fugitives and them that plot and conspire. / Walt Whitman, an American, one of the roughs, a kosmos, / Disorderly fleshy and sensual . . . . eating drinking and breeding" (29). The bulging-crotch version of the engraving appears in all of the copies in the first binding, but many of the copies in the second binding contain the earlier flatcrotch image, again demonstrating that Whitman always saw his books as works in progress; he was economical enough not to throw out the things already printed, but he was never bound to what he thought could be made more effective: he just made the changes and left the old copies behind him, like a trail of evolutionary debris, a record of the evolution of Leaves of Grass.
Because he did not have much money, Whitman had copies of the 1855 edition bound on at least four different occasions from June 1855 to January 1856, producing another group of books whenever he had the cash, and he was forced to use increasingly cheaper bindings and finishing methods, ending up with a small run of paperbound copies. in the census, there are 86 copies in the first-state binding (green morocco with gilded edges on the pages and gilding on front and back covers), 59 in the second state (green morocco with no gilded edges, gilding on only the front cover), four in the paper or "board" covers, and eight rebound. most bibliographies of Whitman recognize only three "states" of the first edition, based on the differences in the cover. But Whitman contracted the binding work out to the Brooklyn firm of Charles Jenkins, whose invoice to Whitman indicates he bound 200 copies in June of 1855, all in the first-state binding. Jenkins then subcontracted the work to another firm, Davies & hands, who, according to the invoice, bound another 137 copies in the first-state binding in July 1855, along with 46 copies in "boards." Then in December, Davies & hands bound 169 in the second-state binding, and in January of 1856 bound 150 in paper and 93 more in the second-state cloth. 11 That makes a total of 795 copies: 337 first-state bindings (42 percent); 262 second-state bindings (33 percent); 46 bound in "boards," meaning cardboard (six percent); and 150 in paper covers (19 percent). The census of extant copies breaks down as follows: first-state bindings, 54 percent; second-state bindings, 37 percent; paper, board, and rebound copies, eight percent. We counted rebound copies as originally having paper and board covers because our assumption is that most owners would have repaired the distinctive cloth bindings instead of having them rebound, while owners of the paperbound and boardbound copies, which deteriorated quickly (only four known copies still in paper or board covers survive), might well have needed to be rebound. The cheapest and most ephemeral bindings over time, of course, become the most rare.
one complication here is that no one has attempted to distinguish between the first-state bindings done by Jenkins and the first-state bindings done by Davies & hands. Book conservationists looking at several first-state covers have indicated to me that it appears that there are some discernible differences among the covers, and so it may be possible, upon further examination, to distinguish between the books bound by Jenkins and those bound by Davies & hands, in which case there will be at least one additional "state" of the binding. it may also be possible to distinguish between the first batch of second-state bindings done by Davies & hands and the second batch done a month later. Given this breakdown-a "first-state" binding done by Jenkins, a "first-state" binding done by Davies & hands, two "second-state" bindings done by Davies & hands, a board binding by Davies & hands, and a paper binding by Davies & hands-we may be able eventually to identify six states of the binding.
When Leaves first appeared, Whitman's book as a physical object was certainly perceived as unusual in size, ornamentation, and design. one early reviewer in Life Illustrated commented on its "curious title" and went on to say that "the book itself is a hundred times more curious. it is like no other book that ever was written." This reviewer described the book object as "shaped like a small atlas." edward everett hale in North american review threw up his hands at trying to describe it: "everything about the external arrangement of this book [is] odd and out of the way." 12 Almost all the reviewers commented on the absence of the author's name and the odd frontispiece engraving-"the unique effigies of the anonymous author," "the picture of a perfect loafer." The reviewer for the Critic found similar qualities in the author and the book: "The man is the true impersonation of his book-rough, uncouth, vulgar." The popular author fanny fern even seems to have noticed the extra bulge in the crotch; in her review of the first edition she talks of how "sensual" the book is and comments: "sensual? The artist who would inflame, paints you not nude nature, but stealing Virtue's veil, with artful artlessness now conceals, now exposes, [his] ripe and swelling proportions." Charles eliot norton, in his Putnam's Monthly review, summed up the feeling of many when he described it as "this gross yet elevated, this superficial yet profound, this preposterous yet somehow fascinating book." only in recent months, as we've come back to the physical book with fresh eyes, as we've begun to really think of Whitman as a bookmaker, as an artist as interested in his book objects as in his texts, have we come to see just how profound the superficialities are, just how elevated the gross can be, just how fascinating this preposterous printer-poet truly is. 13 
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